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ABSTRACT
Social media marketing is an important skill for library staff to learn as the Information
and Digital Ages have significantly impacted their function and patronage. For libraries
to effectively serve their communities, they must be present in digital and physical
space. This has become true for many library collections, but community outreach
should also be conducted in this online space to ensure that libraries remain aware of
their community and its needs.
This short guide will take readers through the process of creating an online presence for
their library via social media and offer advice about best practices. This advice comes
from the author’s individual research, secondary research, and experiences presenting
their library on social media. This guide was written by and for library staff who want to
put their libraries on the social media map. Readers will set goals, be introduced to
social media concepts, and given a framework for how to grow a social media presence
for their library.
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Welcome!
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This ebook is designed to help library staff better utilize social media to
improve community outreach. The goal of social media is to build community and engage with people.
With so many of our patrons appearing less visible, some this observation to claim that libraries are dying. However, I contend that they're
all still there, those library lovers and potential patrons, they've just migrated in part to new digital spaces. As a scholar of eSociety, I have
studied how people and services inhabit and interact in digital spaces,
and how that impacts our lives. As the Digital and Information Ages have
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emerged alongside technological innovation, our communication landscape has changed. Many people and communities now inhabit digital
places, and use social media to stay in contact, with 69% of Americans using social media.1
Libraries have limits on how they can reach out to their communities,
often in the form of budgetary constraints. However, digital outreach is
largely free and at times cheaper than other methods, requiring at mini-

mum an investment of staff time.2 This book is all about getting you acquainted with the prospect of creating and managing an online presence
in a time-effective manner for staff. You will be given the tools and information to create a social media presence for your library, improve the visibility and perception of your services to the communities you serve, and
the world at large.
This task may seem daunting. Especially if you aren't much of a social
media user yourself! Don't let this stop you. Think of this as digital outreach, you're meeting your community where they're at to connect them
with resources, just like you do every day. We will explore how to get to
know your audience, your goals, and how best to reach them. What's outreach without seeking out, learning about, and reaching out to your community anyway?

1 Paul Hitlin, “Internet, social media use and device ownership in U.S.
have plateaued after years of growth,” PEW Research Center, September
28, 2018, http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/09/28/internetsocial-media-use-and-device-ownership-in-u-s-have-plateaued-afteryears-of-growth/.
2 Carol Smallwood; Vera Gubnitskaia; Kerol Harrod, Marketing Your Library: Tips and Tools That Work (Jefferson: McFarland & Company, 2012),
73.

Getting Started
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The who and why of it all
As with any community outreach endeavor, we must begin with understanding the audiences we're attempting to reach, and the purpose (or
goal) we have in reaching out. Who are you trying to reach and why? Some
guiding questions to ask: What programming audiences would you like to
see grow? Are you trying to expand the awareness and reach of your adult,
teen, or children’s programming initiatives? Are you hoping to serve your
homeless population better? Do you hope to make services easily discoverable and accessible to more patrons? It is crucial to put this into writing!
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Once you've stated your goals and who you want to reach, it's time to do
what librarians and library staff do best - research! Dig a little deeper into
the demographics, motivations, and social networks of your audience(s) to
get a sense of what will catch their attention, and how you can tap into
their values and interests. What are their needs, locations, activities, and
interests? This information seems like a given, but taking a deeper look at
your audience as groups and individuals will give you tremendous insight
into how, and where to reach them.
Where oh where do you go?
Once you determine your audience and purpose, you need to set up a
presence in the right digital spaces and platforms to be sure you're heard.
Due to the nature of social media platforms, some options available to you
as you read this may very likely not be listed here, and some platforms listed here may have fallen into disuse. That is completely okay - these things
change over time. To understand which social media platform(s) will work
for you it’s important to know the audiences they serve, their overall culture, and supported content types.
Overview of suggested platforms
Platform

Description

Supported Content

Facebook

• Most frequently used social media
platform among a diverse majority
of Americans

Event
Video
Image
Text

• Arguably the most successful plat-

Link

form at reaching the most people
• One of the few platforms with access to senior citizens
• Recent shift in focus to reinforcing
conversation

&

sharing

within

users' personal circle of friends
Instagram

• Used by a third of the population

Image
Video

Getting Started
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• Majority of users are teens and
young adults

Text*
(*accompanying visual as de-

• Newer platform acquired by Face- scription)
book that is quickly gaining popularity
• Making meaning through visual/
image culture
Twitter

• Used by a wide variety of group
• Environment

encourages

fast-

paced and witty conversation & in-

Text
Image
Video
Link

formation sharing
• Comment & meme culture
Youtube

• Learning & entertainment space for
all
• Dissemination of content & comments

Video
Text*
Image*
(* show up as
rare

posts

to

• Great for digitizing services such as promote channel
classes, storytimes, and other fairly activity)
regular programming
• Creative space for patrons, video
contests are common
Goodreads

• Book reading & reviewing platform
where readers share their progress,
review books, and recommend titles

Link
Text
Image*
(accompanying/enhancing a
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review or discus• Avenue for connecting to authors, sion post)
author blogs, and other literary discussion
• This site is mainly for readers to
form and communicate in groups,
discover titles & events, and share
opinions on books
Snapchat

• Young adult & teen dominated; frequently used & updated
• Culture

of

shared

Image
Video
Text*

storytelling,

where users upload image/video

Link
(*accompany-

clips to be compiled into a video ing a visual as a
feed their friends can view

description)

• Components of compilations ‘disappear’ after 24hrs
Pinterest

• Main

demographic

middle-aged

women
• Collaborative

Image
Text*

and

interactive

resource-sharing
• Users create 'boards' about a goal
or concept, and 'pin' different links
to those boards for inspiration and
guidance

Link

(*accompanying link/image)

Getting Started

LinkedIn

• Professional networking site to facilitate hiring of qualified and motivated employees
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Link
Text
Image
Video

• Facilitates community connections
among organizations & individuals
• Business/professional version of
Facebook

A note on platforms you aren't seeing here
Niche platforms: This term covers social media sites such as Bumble,
MySpace, etc. These kinds of social media serve a specific purpose to a
specific audience. Usually, such platforms would not be ideal for starting
a library presence, unless in your research you find that your target audience loves the platform, you verse yourself in the norms and culture of
the site, and it would be appropriate for the library brand.
Critical platforms: Platforms such as Reddit, Rankr, etc. are voting platforms that rank anything and are discussion/thread centered. These sites
are designed for the purpose of users giving their opinions on just about
anything. They can foster lively debate and harsh criticism depending on
the topic and raters. Not ‘peaceful waters’ for a brand presence of any
kind, these sites are for the people to discuss and debate, and users don’t
appreciate brands encroaching on their turf.
Platforms overrun by censorship and/or malicious bots: Once considered the "place to be" as a beginning artist and an accepting space for conversation and idea-sharing, Tumblr has fallen at the hands of inappropriate accounts spamming genuine users. Attempts to ‘clean up’ feeds have
frustrated users, limiting speech and content even in cases where posts
were perfectly appropriate. The implementation of such strict policies can
take a dark turn, prompting users to abandon ship.1 As libraries at their
core exist to counteract censorship, their presence on such platforms may
cause issues of trust ,and compromise the image of your library. On a site
overrun with bots, you wouldn't want to waste your time. It would be the
digital equivalent of shouting to an auditorium full of roombas.
It all comes back to purpose
As previously stated, the primary goal of social media, regardless of
where you are in that world, is to build community and engage with peo-
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ple. Using what you know about those you want to reach, how best can
you invite conversation and foster sharing? This is where you look back
at your research and see where and how often your audience is present
on social media. PEW, Buffer, and other websites offer great resources to
help you decide if you would like additional insight. If you want teens to
see the library as a fun, safe space to be creative, how can you start that
conversation? Using this example and referencing the information above,
you’d likely want to start on Instagram as the platform is very popular and
oft-used to form impressions in this age group. When getting started with
an online presence, get established on one social media platform and only consider a multi-platform presence once you’re successfully positioned
somewhere.

1 Mason Sands, "Tumblocalypse: Where Tumblr And Its Users Are Headed After The Ban," Forbes, December 20, 2018, https://www.forbes.com/
sites/masonsands/2018/12/20/tumblocalypse-where-tumblr-and-itsusers-are-headed-after-the-ban/#7d2cec447020.

Planning and Resources
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Deciding which platform fits your library
Now that you’ve reviewed some of the recommended platforms and how
they connect with key audiences, it’s time to pick your platform. Do a little
digging and play around with each platform to see what you'd feel comfortable with. Remember to ask these core questions:
What’s your community need? What’s your mission? What are your
goals?
Are you attempting to reach new audiences? Find a platform to fit the
audience you’re seeking to gain and that you think would be manageable
to work with. Perhaps you’ve noticed that teens don’t know or care about
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your summer reading program and you want to change this. You might
consider creating an Instagram account where you could post pictures
and videos of great events, prizes, and book recommendations. You could
also consider the option of a Snapchat account if you’ve noticed kids on
the app in the library, and post daily challenges or a tidbit series to the
library’s Snapchat story. If your storytimes are growing in popularity, but
some attendees mention that their friends couldn’t come because of their
schedules, you might consider making storytime services available to parents from home or on the go. Your platform of choice for this would likely be Youtube, since the best way to capture and disseminate that storytime experience would be through video sharing. Perhaps your library’s eresources and online databases are not being taken advantage of by a vast
majority of patrons, and you want to boost digital checkouts and traffic.
Facebook or Twitter might work best for you, as they are link-friendly and
have a large reach. It just depends on which kind of culture and format
you’d prefer to work within.
Don’t forget that this is all about building and expanding community.
Decide which platforms would work best with your patrons based on observations, statistical insights, and a bit of research. Please keep in mind
that if your library operates in a rural environment where it is the sole or
one of only few points of internet access, it may not be effective or beneficial to invest in social media presence.
Once you’ve narrowed down the social media platform(s) you’d like to
use, you’ll be ready for the next step
Planning your presence
Search around on your platform of choice to determine what other libraries use it, and what their profiles look like. Determine ways you want
to follow their blueprint and ways you would like to try something new.
Once you’ve completed this basic assessment, you can take what you’ve
observed back to your peers to determine what you want to do, and what
you think can be accomplished.
You can’t maintain an effective presence that meets your objectives
without a plan. Whether you’re a lone wolf librarian running a Facebook
page, or a group of library staff contributing to a Twitter account, you
need to plan out how to achieve and maintain your library’s presence.
Getting on the same page: Even if you are heading this effort, there
will always be other people (coworkers, supervisors, board members) who
need to know the purpose and context of your library’s social media presence. We have already done some great work establishing your goals and
understanding who you want to reach, how. Sit down with supervisors and
other staff who will be working with you on this project to ensure that
they understand what your goals are, and invite their input. Mention key
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topics from our Getting Started section, and have ideas & examples ready
to present if necessary. Another crucial thing to discuss with supervisors,
administration, and/or accounting would be whether or not you will need
a budget to work with. Most social media services offer benefits for paid
content/advertising, and even a ‘post boosting’ fund or ‘event outreach’
fund for social media use could make an enormous, immediate difference
in the amount of growth you can achieve. Once these main topics have
been addressed and agreed upon you can actually begin to plan and implement your project. A key way to ensure that everyone remains on the
same page after this initial meeting is to set regular meetings at intervals
where staff will report in, receive feedback, and exchange ideas/tactics.
Be sure to maintain a living document that outlines the objectives, context, budget and expected meeting intervals of your project team.
Understanding what your policies, procedures, and boundaries are:
Every library has a different mission and vision for their community.
Whether you are an academic, public, private, archival, or other institution, your organization will have standards of patron privacy, customer
codes of conduct, and policies which staff implement through different
procedures. It is important to understand that the world of social media is
one that is largely lacking in such rules and regulations. This means that
at some point - just like with patrons - social media users may act inappropriately, have complaints about content, and may raise awareness of
an unsavory issue tied to your organization. One important thing to remember about social media is that anyone can and will interact with you
how they like. The vast majority of the time, you will have people respond
reasonably to your content and page. However, there are always those few
who go too far and fail to recognize common boundaries of good taste.
Someone might consistently post negative and inappropriate comments
on your content, leave a string of irrational reviews, or any number of
inexplicable things. Something might happen related to the library that
gets a lot of negative attention such as accidentally hanging a flag upsidedown, or a patron is injured on your property blamed on the library, earning you negative reactions on social media. This is bound to happen, and
it’s important to keep a cool head and seek out counsel when faced with a
sticky situation. Do you delete the comment? Report the user? Block them
from the page? How do you respond, if at all? It’s important that you refer
back to your policies and procedures in times like these to ensure that you
handle the situation in an ethical and effective manner. That means that
you should have a serious talk with your institution’s administrative, legal,
and public relations teams about what standards and policies will govern
your page to prevent and deal with issues, should they arise. In some cases, there may also be limitations on what you as library staff may be allowed to do with the page. You may need to sharpen your understanding
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of what content would be appropriate for the page. Policies about photography of individuals in the library and sharing images should abide by
law and be designed with patron rights in mind. There may also be potential limits on when you can be working on the page or account, depending
on expectations attached to your position and pay type (salary or hourly).
Create a document to outline these policies and procedures, distribute
them at your meetings for discussion/training, updating them as needed.

Design Your Presence
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Now that we have a basic understanding of who the audience is (their
motivations, interests, needs etc.), the platforms that work best with your
goals and audience, and a plan of attack, it’s time to dive a bit deeper and
design your presence.
Establishing a presence
When getting onto a social media site, it's important that the library
stays on-brand and honest. This means that you don't want it to look like
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your library is masquerading as an individual, and that the profile being
created accurately and skillfully reflects the organization. See if the platform offers ‘business’ or promotional accounts for organizations. If a business account is available, it may come at a slight cost, but may be worth
it for the sake of analytics and access to tools. Usually this will include
the ability to see more helpful information about your audience, raw data about post success, and the option to 'boost' or 'sponsor' placement of
posts you want to be seen far and wide.
When you fill out the profile, complete all fields with your library’s pertinent information. Be sure to list hours, location, and link to the website
and/or catalog where appropriate. Once you have entered crucial information, personalize the profile and landing page with photos of the location, staff, and events (with proper permissions, of course). Include your library's mission statement and give the page a personal touch for the community it serves!
Creating and posting content
Now that you officially exist on this platform - congratulations! - it’s
time to discuss the content you’ll post. Below we'll look at some basic recommendations and categories of content that apply to all types of social
media platforms.
How many posts should I shoot for?: Overall, it has been determined that
multiple posts a day are crucial to expanding the reach of a page significantly. Two to five posts is the "sweet spot" for dramatically increasing
your page’s effectiveness and potential for patron exposure. While this
may seem like a lot of effort each day, take a moment to consider how
posts are shown to patrons: in a quickly refreshing feed, usually dominated by established connections. If you only posted a few times per week,
the chances of a user stumbling onto your content in their feed is much
narrower than if you post multiple times a day. Once you've grown your
page's following, it may not be strictly necessary to post as often. However, if you would like to encourage consistent growth even after building a
fan base, post at least twice a day. If you can't manage that much content,
try at least once a day. It's usually possible to schedule content out ahead
of time to fill gaps in staff schedules.
What kind of content should I post?: Mix it up. If you’re concerned about
making original content, don’t be – it’s perfectly acceptable for much of
your feed to be shared posts. On most platforms you’ll be able to share
links, pictures and videos (just be sure to give credit to authors and
sources when sharing original content). A simple approach would be to alternate between these post types and alternate between content of various purpose and form. There are 5 basic categories of social media con-
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tent that when used together (alternating) can produce a robust and diverse following.1
Kudos

Showcase specific good acts
or services being carried
out by individuals and organizations in the local &
broader library community.

PSA

Meant to actively convince
the viewer of a particular
view or standpoint on the
importance

of

libraries

and/or to take action.

Meme

Funny

and/or

surprising

images meant to draw audience attention while not
trying to send a particular
message- often rooted in
pop culture.

20
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Information about events
and services offered.

Current Linked articles related to
Event

current events.

Avoid putting out more than two posts of the same type back-to-back,
and ensure that every few days you incorporate more posts of a type you
haven’t used much recently. If your audience(s) of interest respond better
to specific content types, lean in to that by posting those more often - just
be sure your page also has broader appeal.
When should I post?: The time you post anything is key. Most social media platforms provide a tool or option to ‘schedule’ your posts to post on
specific dates and times. This is especially helpful to ensure you’re posting
the right content at optimal times, and to minimize the time you need to
invest. The following is a guideline of what to post when.
Morning

Midday

Evening

Design Your Presence

Types Current Event
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Current Event

Memes

Service

Service

Kudos

Meme

Meme
PSA
Kudos

Why

At this time of This is a good time to Afternoon
day, users of so- post
cial

media

meme

and

content evening are good

are specifically to engage times

to

post

generally seeking users in the comments memes and kudos,
out motivation & section - most are on particularly

in

information

at

plan

their

to lunch breaks and are video

format;

days scrolling to seek out this point of the

and get caught up fun diversions or inter- day, most of us just
on happenings in esting stories & events. want to relax and
the world.

be entertained.

When it comes to exact times of day to post, to reach more users take
advantage of analytics tools made available to business accounts (‘Insights’
on Facebook) which should be able to tell you the traffic of your followers
throughout the day, i.e. how many are logged in at any particular hour of
the day. If you don’t have access to these stats for whatever reason, there
are other ways to measure this that will be discussed later. Simply schedule your posts around mealtimes and/or break times and adjusting your
strategy from there.
How much original content should I post?: While it's possible to sustain
much of your presence by sharing the posts of others, too much sharing
can be detrimental to your library's brand and goals. To create an online
persona and identity, you should be telling the story of your library and its
community. Provide snapshots of a day in the library, document fun events
as they happen, and interesting occurrences. Free video-editing software
is becoming more easily available, and the editing process has become
much more accessible. Create the occasional video from raw footage, or
as a compilation of slides and pictures, as it is more attractive for patrons
on image-supporting platforms. Your page's feed shouldn't go more than
a day without including original content. If you aren't posting as frequently and aren't able to invest much time in original content, find something
occurring in the library to update patrons on at least once a week such as
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a Staff Pick with a picture of the staff member holding the recommended
item.
How can I represent the diversity of our community?: It's important that
you consider the diverse nature of your community and include all groups
within the larger audience. Cultural representation proportional to your
community's populations and needs can be vital to gaining key audiences
as fans. For example, if you serve a community that has a large proportion
of Latinx patrons fluent in Spanish, consider regular postings in Spanish
and promoting your programming directed to them in their preferred language. Be culturally aware of your community to ensure your posts have
the desired impact.
Beating the algorithm a.k.a. Getting the most bang for your buck
Every social media site uses an algorithm to determine what posts are
seen by people. Crucial to your success on any platform is understanding
its value system to beat the algorithm. You 'beat the algorithm' when content performs well, beyond the baseline of reach the site offers for posts.
Each social media platform has its own evolving norms of content, communication, and culture which are important to understand and which
are key to ‘beating the algorithm’- ensuring your presence is worthwhile
and visible. A quick guide to each platform’s context and best practices for
conquering the algorithmic dragon:
Platform
Facebook

Culture & Norms
• Most

fre-

quently

used

Posting Approach
• Customize
vices

Serposts,

Scheduling
• Schedule
posts

corre-

platform

events or other-

sponding

among a di-

wise, to their tar-

mealtimes

verse majority

get

of Americans,

based

making it the

gramming

most successful with most
reach
• One

of

few

platforms
with access to

• Upload

audience
on

pro-

• Avoid
barding

to

bomthe

audience with
good

posts - if post-

quality and live

ing 2-5 times a

video,

day,

especially

space

for Kudos & PSAs

them out ap-

that can be played

proximately 2
hours

Design Your Presence
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on a variety of
screen sizes

• Focus on reinforcing

con-

versation

&

Current Event, be
the

your

page's banner

• When sharing a
sure

• Change

link

to

keep

up

with topic &
season
changes

sharing within

source is credible

users' person-

and generates a

al

relevant image

time posts to

• All posts should

the peaks of

circle

of

friends
• Blatant advertisement

have some kind of

• If

possible,

related hashtags

is

visual appeal to

aggravating &

make them stand

scrolled past

out in someone's

comments

feed

and messages

• Discussion
about updating others on
your (library)
life,

sharing

happenings in
the world, and
helping

each

other
• Memes

are

welcome

&

frequent

in

this environment; feel free
to add to existing
or

tropes
generate

• Check in on

daily to ensure
an important
patron

re-

quest or incident
solved

is

rein

a

timely & effective
ner

man-
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some of your
own
Instagram

• Used

by

a

• Use high-quality

third of the

images & video

posts around

population

whenever

mealtimes,

possi-

ble

but also feel

• Majority

of

users

are

• Share the 'library

teens & young

lifestyle' of your

adults

organization

• Newer

plat-

form acquired
by

Facebook

that is quickly

mainly

by

posting

images of Service
& Kudos
• Ensure

images

have a consistent

larity

style & aesthetic

ing

through

• Choose

your

hashtags well &

visual/image

use no more than

culture

5 per post

• Quotes in/on
images

do

well
'challenges'
that circulate
with other library organizations

• Use Stories feature for PSA & Kudos content

• Take part in

to

free

to

get

creative

with

posting times
depending on
the audience
• Generally,

gaining popu• Making mean-

• Schedule

post
twice
with

about
a

day

varied

content types
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build visibility
& reach
Twitter

• Used

by

wide

a

variety

of group
• Environment
encourages
fast-paced

• Keep

Meme

Current

&

Event

• Mealtimes are
a

general

posts concise &

guideline

humorous

when getting

when

appropriate

started

• Kudos & PSAs can

• Once you un-

also do well, but

derstand your

conversation

pay close atten-

audience's

& information

tion to wording &

patterns, con-

sharing

cultural sensitivi-

sider

ty

afternoon

and

witty

• Comment

&

meme culture
• Provides

up-

dates & engaging

dis-

cussion topics
for users
• GIFs used frequently
form

of

pression

as
ex-

• Set aside chunks
of time if possible
for #askalibrarian
service

posts

midand

mid-morning
posts
• Time

your

posts intended to generate
interaction &
discussion for
when there is
a staff member on hand to
monitor & respond
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• Learning

&

• Create

Service

• Generally,

a

entertainment

videos to provide

sustainable

space for all

easier access to

schedule

in-demand

would be to

• Dissemination
of content &
comments
tizing services
such as classes, storytimes,
& other fairly
pro-

gramming

all ages to contribute

content,

which library staff
would moderate
• Create

Kudos

with short, sentimental

videos

that lend them-

• Creative
space for patrons,

video

contests

are

common
• Comments
sections provide an outlet
for feedback &
ideas, but can
host inappropriate

vices from home
• Invite patrons of

• Great for digi-

regular

ser-

inter-

action if not
properly
monitored

selves to sharing
• Create PSAs with
learning

about

crucial topics at
their core

designate regular

'release

dates' in a recurring period
for your community
• Start with one
post

every

other week
• Once you are
comfortable
creating video
content,

&

have received
patron

feed-

back/

data

about optimal
days & times
for video release, post at
least

one

video

per

week
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• Establish a pres-

• Rate & review

ence as a group &

a title at least

platform

rate books regu-

once a week

where readers

larly

&

reviewing

share

their

progress, review books, &
recommend
for

connecting to
authors,

au-

thor blogs, &
other literary
discussion
• This

site

posts

is
for

readers

to
and

communicate
in groups, discover titles &
events, as well
as share opinions on books

creating

and

should focus on

monitoring

book

discussions,

groups

&

• Put

your

book

clubs on the platform with a digital
discussion board
& invite patrons
to the conversation

mainly
form

• Service

recommendations

titles
• Avenue

• If you will be

• Current

Events

should focus on
upcoming author
activities & events
that are near or
that you are hosting
• Have staff create
fun reading lists
for the page
• Share

a

good

quote occasionally to spice up the
feed

ensure that in
the

descrip-

tion you delineate times &
topics for the
discussion to
take place so
that staff can
monitor

and

contribute
• Look at your
upcoming calendar

of

Friends
sales,

book
author

events, & local
literary
goings-on

&

promote each
in
with
sional

advance,
occare-
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minders

as

they approach
Snapchat

• Young adult &

• Post video & im-

teen dominat-

age PSAs about li-

length

is

ed

brary happenings

30-90

sec-

& challenges for

onds, or about

patrons to gener-

2-6 posts per

ate interest & in-

day

• Frequently
used & updated daily
• Culture

of

shared storytelling, where
users

upload

image/video
clips

to

be

teractivity

• Try to main-

• Get creative with

tain a consis-

filters, try cover

tent narrative

enhancements for

for the day if

#bookfacefriday

you have time,

• Create a library

otherwise set

compiled into

narrative

a video feed

builds on Kudos &

their

sprinkle in Ser-

friends

can view
of

that

vice posts

• Components

• Memes are wel-

compila-

come here, sto-

tions

‘disap-

ries need to be

pear’

after

fun & entertaining

24hrs

• Optimal 'story'

to hold an audience

a challenge or
post a couple
stand-alone
items.
• Not

easy

to

schedule, best
done on days
where

staff

can post & be
on the lookout
for

moments

to share
Pinterest

• Main
graphic

demo-

• Create

boards

that focus on one

• Boards should
be

sparingly
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middle-aged

of the post types

created about

women

surrounding par-

specific topics

ticular topics

about once a

• Collaborative
&

interactive

• Service

boards

month

resource-

should be respon-

sharing

sive to frequent

revisions

reference

should

be

tions you receive,

made

to

with credible re-

boards at least

sources, library &

every

otherwise, linked

week in the

• Users

create

'boards' about
a goal or concept, & 'pin'
different links
to

those

• Meme

ques-

boards

• Additions and

other

beginning

boards for in-

should tackle fun

spiration

library & commu-

lished,

nity themes

weekly update

&

guidance
• Often

lists

• PSA

boards

crafting tips &

should be careful-

self-help me-

ly

dia with pins

updated as time

& images that

passes

are infographics

and/or

step-by-step
guides

structured &

• Have staff generate original pins
for a ''staff pins"
board

• Once

of

estaba
boards

should

be

conducted
new

&

boards

created every
other week
• Boards
little

with
traffic

that are over a
year

old

should
deleted
possible

be
&

if

pins

should be re-
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located to related boards
LinkedIn

• Professional

• Post

organiza-

• Post at least

networking

tional updates for

once a month;

site to facili-

your

mix

tate hiring of

parts, for poten-

content

qualified

tial staff & grants

each time

&

motivated

counter-

• Service, Kudos, &

employees

Current

• Facilitates

Event

up

the
type

• Check

the

profile's noti-

posts do well in

fications

community

this

connections

connections

setting

among organizations

&

individuals

professional

every week or

• Job openings &
career

so

informa-

tion

• Business/
professional
version

&

of

Facebook

Each platform’s algorithm is different, and therefore will value different
things. Know what works and how success. By the time you read this,
some of this information may no longer be accurate because algorithms
are constantly evolving along with user demands and social changes, I encourage you to do some individual research into the algorithms of the
platform(s) you will be using to increase your understanding and ensure
the best possible results. Some excellent online resources for research in
this area are Hootsuite, Buffer, and PEW. In the event that you are using a
platform that isn't listed here, I would advise you to observe activity for a
few weeks and take note of what shows up as 'trending,' what similar organizations are doing, and what populates in feeds.
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1 Rose Kowalski.,"Libraries and Social Media Success," Virtual ethnography for Qualitative Research ESOC 301, April 22, 2017.

Making It Happen
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This section is all about figuring out how you will implement your library's planned presence, and is largely dependent on your specific situation. Think about how many posts a day would be feasible for your setup,
and what kinds of content you could create. This may seem overwhelming,
depending how familiar you are with these concepts and how much staff
time and resources you have available. Don't worry, you don't have to be
the best library on social media there ever was, you just want to conduct
some digital outreach.
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Logistics - how can you make it all work
Take some time to consider the available staff at your library, and the
workload(s) you all have. Below you will find a break-down of how a few
different levels of presence translate into work-hours invested. This does
not include on-boarding or staff training, which will vary largely depending on the levels of digital and media literacy at your location. Keep in
mind that regardless of the type of presence you choose, the quality of
your content must be well-thought-out and executed.
Minimal

Presence Type
Content standards

• Posting

Meaningful
at

• Posting

Robust
at

• Posting

at

least once a

least 5 times

least twice

week , with

a week, with

daily

an

an

an

original

original

with

original

piece of con-

piece of con-

piece

tent once a

tent once a

content

month

week

twice

• Page

moni-

tored

• Page

for

for

a

week

moni-

tored

of

• Page moni-

feedback

feedback and

tored

and

messages

feedback

mes-

sages

and

for
mes-

sages
Hours needed 1

2

3-4

1-3

2-5

(daily total)
Recommended 1-2
staff

Knowing what to post when
Get a calendar!: There are always recurring holidays and dependable local events that will generate interest. Be sure that you are aware of what's
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happening on the national & local level by consulting a calendar when
planning your posts & content. Holidays and events such as fairs and festivals can inspire content and spark interest on social media. You can use
an online calendar like Chase's Calendar of Events, National Day Calendar, and others to plan ahead for official and fun upcoming holidays. Be
sure that if it's a quirky holiday, or isn't official, you confirm its origin/
history to prevent confusion and conflict. To keep informed on upcoming
events, follow community organizations such as local news outlets, small
businesses, etc. on Facebook to make event-finding and sharing easy.
Out of ideas? Get informed and inspired!: You may want to create a calendar of major recurring events, holidays, etc. that you can use to inspire
content that is tailored to your community's needs and interests. If you
feel like you're stuck, refer to this document for local recurring events, initiatives, bookish happenings, author/inspirational figure birthdays, local
history and more. If you want something fresh that isn't part of a calendar
rotation, check to see what other libraries are posting. One great resource
for support and ideas are Facebook Groups for libraries on social media,
there are quite a few! Here library staff like you and me connect, get help,
share successful ideas for others to capitalize on, and ask for feedback
about upcoming projects or tricky situations. Follow pages and accounts
of interest to the communities you serve such as credible local & national
news outlets, government pages, relevant non-profits, other libraries, interest pages that cover topics popular in your community, and others on
the platforms(s) you're using.
You may also get stuck in a rut, out of inspiration or ideas. If this is the
case, pick your co-worker’s brains! I have often heard amazing suggestions for content from my co-workers. You might consider inviting coworkers to send you content ideas on a regular basis - this will make your
job that much easier, give your peers a feeling of investment, and give your
page a more diverse & well-rounded pool of content. When in doubt, consult your peers.

Execution
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In this section, we will build upon your basic presence and reach and go
more in-depth about what goes into creating a successful presence on social media.
Crafting persona
Continuity & consistency: Use your goals, and your organization's mission, vision and values to guide how you describe and post for. Ensure that
your library's branding is used appropriately in the profile picture of your
organization, so that people can easily connect the content the page puts
out with their perception or 'image' of the library. Link to any other presences your library has online, be it your website or other social media.
In terms of post quality and frequency, it's important to maintain a rou-
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tine. You should have a certain standard or theme in how you post content, which will largely be dependent on which platform you choose. If you
choose Instagram, for example, you'll want to be sure that your images are
all high-quality, have a consistent aspect ratio, and fit into your theme.
Don't post sporadically, then bomb a page with 5 posts within 5 minutes of
each other one day, otherwise they won't have maximum impact and people will be confused should they stumble across your timeline.
Tell a story: One way to keep consistency in mind and allow for exploration of your presence and platform is to focus on telling the story of
your library and the community it serves. Make sure that when someone
scrolls through your feed, your content becomes part of a larger narrative of supporting the community and its interests. You don't have to create a strict script for this story, rather, it should be a natural impression
from the collection of content you've posted. When you create original
content, think of a basic narrative theme you want to work from. Example narratives could include: 'library happenings,' 'star staff,' 'creative commons,' 'creative community,' etc. If you're ever in doubt about whether you
should be posting something, think about if and how it would fit into your
library's story. People turn to social media to hear each other's stories and
see what others are doing in the world, and your presence should convey that on behalf of the library. The great thing about social media is that
it enables patrons to help share your story with each other, and with the
world.
Community: Key to the success of your page will be tapping into existing
communities, and bringing people into the fold. This can be done by inviting people to like your page when they interact with your content positively. You can also help to create an online community by letting your
existing supporters and patrons know that your library is on social media.
Post fun and tasteful flyers in your library space for patrons to encounter
with the library's profile picture and name so your presence can be found
and followed. How do you create a community ready and willing to share
your content? Welcome them and invite them to engage.
Fostering engagement
For fans & future users: When you create content, you want to address
the interests of your fans and intended audience, while not alienating potential new followers. Post some content to feed the fan base, and other
content to draw new followers. If you're not sure how to reach out to a
particular audience, consider the questions and interests that patrons in
that audience have brought up to you for reference questions. Figure out
what questions these people are likely to want answers to, or interests
they enjoy, and post related content accordingly. By making your page fun
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for fans, yet accessible to wider audience, it is far more likely that you will
keep your followers happy, and bring new members into the fold.
Ask questions: If you're finding that your page is lacking in conversation,
spark some! Ask people what books they're reading, what movies they're
watching, or the music they're listening to. This can also be achieved with
humor - silly rhetorical questions accompanied by a funny image that invites people to relate to a humorous situation. Asking questions encourages response and sharing, which will only increase your page's visibility and engagement rates. By asking questions, you create a culture of dialogue and curiosity. This makes patrons more comfortable with asking
questions about library services and issues, whether they do this over social media or bring their questions to you in the library. Questions invite
community growth and communication, and will serve you well.
Growing audience
Cheap, organic and slow: The cheapest option (in terms of immediate
investment, not necessarily staff time) is to get a basic business account
without paying to boost or sponsor posts so they get immediate visibility.
This option is often the most feasible for libraries that have rigid budgets.
It is still completely possible to grow your page's audience and influence,
it just takes a bit longer to achieve through consistent and purposeful
posting. Once you establish a good routine, invite people who like and engage with your content to like and follow the page. This is usually an option when viewing post statistics. Taking advantage of the ability to invite
people to your page is crucial to the success of your presence. Built into
your posting regimen should be a healthy dose of participatory culture to
keep the page lively and interactive. This means posting memes and content that fosters engagement. While memes may not necessarily be immediately relevant to your library and its services, they tap into a larger culture of sharing and fun, which will benefit your page's visibility in the long
run. As long as you carefully select and schedule memes, they can work in
your favor.
Paid & speedy: Another route that you can take is essentially an upgraded version of the slow-growth model. You would pick & choose which
posts to boost or sponsor, depending on the timing and focus of your
project. Of course, this boosting fund would be a pre-determined budget
item that would have planned. If your library chooses to invest a little extra, you'll be able to boost posts to increase the reach and potential likes,
thus increasing the number of people you can invite to your page and the
speed with which you accomplish it. This can increase your visibility to the
community much faster and more effectively; algorithms are far kinder to
sponsored content.

Assessing Impact
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Whether you’re involved in statistics for your library system or not, it’s
important to understand what impact your social media presence can
have, and how to measure that. In this section, we’ll review different statistical perspectives on social media success.
Tracking impact on social media
There will be different terms for statistics depending on which social
media site you chose to establish a presence on. We’ll cover some basic
measures of success on social media using terms that you may already be
somewhat familiar with.
Reach & views: These numbers will vary in specific significance platform
to platform, but they generally indicate how many people have seen/
watched your content. For example, reach is a term most often used in
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Facebook analytics that signifies how many people’s feeds your post got
into. Views (usually used on video-sharing platforms such as Youtube) indicate how many people actually watched or looked at that piece of content. Generally, these numbers will start pretty small. As mentioned earlier, different platform algorithms will favor different types of content and
profiles. The more established you become on a site, the more regularly
you post content, the higher these numbers will grow over time. In the
next section, we’ll talk about how you can use some basic tools to speed
up that growth.
Engagement & shares: When people ‘react’ to a piece of content by liking
and rating it, this boosts your engagement numbers. This number will increase the more a piece of content is shared and commented on. Usually, the higher your engagement levels, the better for your profile. Algorithms for most sites favor pages and posts that generate interest among
users, and engagement and sharing are the key indicators that something
is valuable to that online community. One option that is usually present to
business or upgraded accounts is the ability to ‘invite’ people who’ve reacted to your content to like and/or follow your library profile. Don’t be
afraid to use this tool, as inviting people to like a page tends to increase
the likelihood that they will, and by increasing your page likes and followers you increase your chances to beat the algorithm and reach even more
potential patron. The best part is that even if they don’t like your page, this
doesn’t hurt your reputation; people expect organizations to do a little soliciting, and largely don’t mind it.
Followers & page likes: As previously mentioned, the more followers and
likes your profile page gets, the more likely that your page and its content will be seen and shared on that platform. In the beginning it can be
difficult to build these numbers - you’ll need to do a bit of legwork to get
the page jump-started so the posts it puts out can lead to success without wasting time and resources. I strongly recommend inviting colleagues
from your organization, folks you know in LibraryLand, community partners, patrons (by putting up some signs in the library) and of course family
and friends to like the page once you establish your presence by putting a
few introductory posts out. Once you garnish these easy likes from people
who are already interested in your organization, it’ll give you a leg-up with
the algorithm so that more of posts get increased visibility, more so than if
you’d simply posted and invited the people that had reacted. Pay attention
to your likes over time, and relate those numbers to the basic population
that you are here to serve. While these numbers will rarely equal, let alone
exceed your service population, it’s good to get a sense of how much of
your potential patrons benefit from this presence over time.
Events stats where applicable: Platforms that offer special ‘events’ posts
usually measure interaction for events differently. For example, Facebook
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allows people to mark that they are ‘interested’ in, or ‘going’ to an event.
It also allows people to ask questions in an event discussion board, and
lets people share events with friends. Paying attention to how much interest your events garner online can help you plan and adjust events to best
serve the community. If a mother hoping to attend a storytime that offers food asks about food allergy accommodations, then staff can be better prepared to serve and keep that patron involved in the library setting!
Keeping track of event statistics can also help you understand what event
types get the most interest, and may help inform your program plans in
the future.
Tracking impact on library use
The primary question is this: How does digital buzz actually affect library use? It’s always great if people are aware of and discussing your library, but we want to ensure that this buzz translates into an increased
use of library resources. To better understand how your online success
is translating to patrons in seats, books checked out, etc. we will go over
some basic statistics and how you can use them to contextualize your online measurements.
Circulation stats: The core of understanding the value of any library
system is often found in circulation statistics. These usually measure
physical checkouts / uses by type, digital checkouts / uses by type, door/
gate counts, room use, etc. These can be fairly easy to find if you know
where to look or who to ask. If you happen to already manage some of
these stats, great! If not, you can ask about who does and get in touch.
It’s important to pay attention to types of materials that circulate, when
things get checked out, how & how often different resources are used. If
you want to promote an under-utilized or exciting resource by talking it
up on social media, keep an eye on those stats to see how you’re doing.
If the content pieces you put out are getting a lot of attention, but your
checkouts aren’t increasing, you may want to explore other factors that
could be limiting use and adjust accordingly.
Programming & attendance stats: Next to circulation, understanding
just how useful programs are is crucial to any library. This is often measured by simple attendance numbers & information to various program
types. If you have an established method for recording program stats, include the question ‘How did you hear about this?’. This can be especially
eye-opening if you are testing publicizing your events and programs via
social media. Often, this is where social media impact shines - getting
people interested in attending events.
Word of mouth & patron feedback: One other measurement much more
difficult to quantify, but which reveals a great deal of value is word of
mouth recommendations. When patrons tell friends & family about your
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library presence online in a positive manner, it can improve overall perception of the library in your community. Patrons will come into the library to express their gratitude and excitement about content they found
on your library's social media page. These are good signs of positive community reception and feedback.
Growing your brand
A crucial thing to understand is that you will always have opportunity to
grow your presence, following, and influence on social media. While your
initial goals may have a finish line, you should never halt your efforts. In
order to build a truly successful library brand, you should continue to try
new things, find new areas of need, and strive to accomplish new goals.
Learn from past actions so that you can improve impact the next time
around. Measuring your impact begins with the numbers we’ve discussed,
but finds its true meaning and value when those numbers and the actions
that generated them are reflected upon. Once you’ve gotten started in the
social media world, you should consider how to keep that presence relevant, reliable and responsible as it grows.

Onward!

Image by ijmaki from Pixabay
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By this point, you’ve become familiar with recommended social media
platforms, designing your presence, planning and resources, the logistics
involved in presence, assessing the impact of your efforts, and how to
grow your brand. If you’re still a bit unclear on any of these concepts,
that’s okay - there are more resources and recommended reads at the end
to add to your TBR list.
Making your library an influential presence on social media can seem
like an insurmountable task, but once you get started it’s very exciting! As
someone who was nervous to apply this knowledge to my own library’s
page, I can tell you that once you get into your groove, it becomes quite
fun and can feel effortless. Whether you have a large team, or are doing
this solo, just remember to have fun telling the story of your library. You
might even gain more patrons and recognition along the way!

Recommended Reading &
Resources
Helpful websites
PEW: http://www.pewresearch.org
Hootsuite: https://www.hootsuite.com
American Library Association: http://www.ala.org/
Buffer: https://buffer.com/resources/
Further reading
Bizzle, Ben; Flora, Maria. Start a Revolution: Stop Acting Like a Library.
Chicago: ALA Editions, 2015.
Christakis, Nicholas A; Fowler, James H. Connected: How Your Friends'
Friends' Friends Affect Everything You Feel, Think, and Do. New York: Back
Bay Books, 2011.
Lambert, Joe. Digital Storytelling: Capturing Lives, Creating Community,
4th Edition. New York: Routledge, 2013.
Lynch, Michael Patrick. The Internet of Us: Knowing More and Understanding Less in the Age of Big Data. New York: Liverlight Publishing, 2016.
Mon, Lorri. Social Media and Library Services. San Bernardino: Morgan
& Claypool Publishers, 2018.
Tuten, Tracy L.; Solomon, Michael R. Social Media Marketing, 2nd Edition. Los Angeles: Sage, 2015.
Smallwood, Carol; Gubnitskaia, Vera; Harrod, Kerol. Marketing Your Library: Tips and Tools That Work. Jefferson: McFarland & Company, 2012.
Young, Scott W. H.; Rossman, Doralyn. Using Social Media to Build Library Communities. Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2017.
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